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the dear colleague letter (dcl)
provides guidance regarding the
application of title ix to college
athletics. the dcl informs schools
that while title ix does not require
the cutting or reduction of teams
to demonstrate compliance,
institutions are encouraged to
evaluate their campus culture and
policies for the purpose of
eliminating sexual discrimination
and ensuring equal opportunity for
all students. the dcl also addresses
private sponsorship of athletics,
which the office for civil rights (ocr)
believes does not change or
diminish a colleges title ix
obligations. however, the dcl also
notes that some questions have
arisen about athletics-related
financial aid eligibility, and the dcl
provides a list of resources to
assist schools with implementing
the rule. the office for civil rights
(ocr) today released a technical
assistance document that expands
on issues of title ix compliance in
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athletics. the dear colleague letter
(dcl) provides clarification of the
obligations of schools and their
role in ensuring the equal
opportunities of all students,
including those who participate in
intercollegiate athletics, and
clarifies that title ix does not
require the cutting or reduction of
teams to demonstrate compliance.
in addition, the dcl also addresses
private sponsorship of athletics
and notes that private sponsorship
of athletics, while not changing a
colleges title ix obligations, may
have the potential to prevent
schools from complying with title
ix. this dear colleague letter is
intended to assist schools as they
develop their title ix policies and
practices for athletics-related
activities.
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the u.s. department of educations
office for civil rights (ocr) released

a new vocational & technical
rehabilitation technical assistance
document entitled questions and

answers - employment (q&a -
employment). the document was

developed in response to a
question about the definitions in

title iii - employment of the
americans with disabilities act,

whether disability discrimination
encompasses the hiring,
recruitment, or referral of

employees, and what ocr believes
to be ocrs jurisdiction with respect
to disability. the u.s. department of

educations office for civil rights
(ocr) released a new vocational &
technical rehabilitation technical

assistance document entitled
questions and answers - health

insurance (q&a - health insurance).
the document was developed in
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response to a question about the
definitions in title iii - health

insurance of the americans with
disabilities act, whether disability
discrimination encompasses the
hiring, recruitment, or referral of

employees, and what ocr believes
to be ocrs jurisdiction with respect
to disability. the u.s. department of

educations office for civil rights
(ocr) released a new vocational &
technical rehabilitation technical

assistance document entitled
questions and answers - treatment
(q&a - treatment). the document
was developed in response to a
question about the definitions in

title iii - treatment of the
americans with disabilities act,

whether disability discrimination
encompasses the hiring,
recruitment, or referral of

employees, and what ocr believes
to be ocrs jurisdiction with respect

to disability. 5ec8ef588b
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